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Callahan Mogab win SMC general elections

by Sue Ballmann Staff Reporter

General elections took place yesterday at St. Mary's winning for class officials, hall officers, and student assembly representatives.

The incumbent ticket of Cindy Callahan, president, Jesse Schille, vice-president, Collie Morfoot, secretary; and Shannon Harruff, treasurer captured the senior class offices with the slogan, "One good ticket." 
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New television shows announced for summertime evening viewing
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Retiring, Veteran Night Controller and his youthful assistant, Bob Weinmann and Fred Herbst
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**Who loves ya, baby?**

The Observer is having astaff barbecue next Saturday, 2:30 to 6 p.m. That same evening, all pm, we will hold our annual staff party. Also, we are ordering staff T-shirts. T-Shirts will cost $2.

Use the clip-out below to RSVP for THE BARBEQUE or THE PARTY, or to order T-Shirts.

Just because we love ya.

**The Observer, of course!**

Name.

I will come to the barbecue.

I will come to the evening party.

I want a T-Shirt.

Size.

Now ya know who loves ya.
Ratified platform now available to delegates

The observer

Thursday, April 29, 1976

Almost a year to the day after it was formed, the Notre Dame Mock Convention Committee will perform its last duties tomorrow by making available the 1976 Notre Dame Student Platform to all student delegates.

"This is the platform that was ratified at the Notre Dame Mock Convention," announced Vince Moschella, convention chairman and Notre Dame Delegates who want to get a copy should see the secretary at student government starting at 1:00 this afternoon," he announced.

Moschella and Rick Littlefield, platform chairman, plan to send copies of the ratified platform to all the speakers who attended the convention. This includes Robert Strawbridge, Democratic National Chairman; Patrick Leahy, Senator from Vermont; Gary Hart, Senator from Colorado; John Brademas, Congressmen from Indiana; and Donald Riegel, Congressman from Michigan and current candidate for one of that state's senate seats. Copies will also be sent to all presidential candidates and major officers of both parties.

Moschella thought the ratified platform was representative of Notre Dame, not just the Democratic Party. "You've got to remember that we had both Democrats and Republicans at that convention, so different viewpoints are going to appear on various issues," he pointed out.

However, he also thought that the platform was a "solid" one. "This platform says more than most major party platforms. Most of those platforms are mired in rhetoric, this contains definite stands on issues and a lot of facts," he continued.

Both Littlefield and Moschella thought the convention had taken stands on issues that were both interesting and varied. "Some of the decisions made were so different it was incredible," Littlefield commented. "On one hand, you had a pro-right to life passage passed that allowed abortion in cases of rape, while you also had the minority pro-abortion plank adopted," he added.

The ratified platform, in some cases, is different from the original copy. Some of the many changes came in the fields of:

- **Housing.** The original platform was anti-busing, but as the minority pro-busing plank was voted in at the convention. The plank reviews other methods of equalizing education for all and comes to the conclusion that busing is the "only realistic solution in the implementation of quality education." The plank also pledges to uphold "the decision of the Supreme Court; which is the law of the land."
- **Abortion.** Littlefield pointed out that although the platform follows the "law of the land" on the busing issue, they come out against it on the abortion issue. The ratified plank takes an anti-abortion plank, which is contrary to the decision of the U.S. Supreme Court. Littlefield pointed out that these occurrences are commonplace in national platforms.
- **Urban Assistance.** This plank, not originally in the platform, was co-authored and introduced to the convention by New York delegate Jim Ryan. It called for the passing of a Omnibus Neighborhood Act which would serve as a model for several forms of assistance to the cities. This plank found its way to the National Platform Hearing in Rhode Island, where essentially the same plank was adopted by the national platform committee.
- **Senior Citizens.** After Rep. Riegl had called for the adoption of a senior citizens plank earlier in the evening, the convention added on a plank that called for the promotion of programs to feed the elderly and the raising of appropriations for the Older American Community Service Employment Program.
- **Labor.** Littlefield labeled the original platform as "liberal along the Joe Hill lines and definitely pro-union" while the revised platform is anti-union. "It is almost exactly out of Goldwater's campaign of '64."
- **Narcotic Drugs & Marijuana.** The original plank called for the decriminalization of marijuana while the ratified version called for the legalization of it.
- **Export Produce.** The original plank called for the usage of export as a bargaining weapon, "hoping to influence their foreign policies so as to reflect their dependence on our grain."
- **Health Care.** The original plank was added on to considerably and somewhat resembles liberal democratic legislation in Congress, according to Moschella.

**National Economic Policy & Management & National Defense.** These two areas exemplify the varied nature of the planks. In the Economic Policy section, the convention calls for funds to be "diverted from the military and from those committees...shown to be non-productive and wasteful of the taxpayers' money." Yet the defense measures call for a stronger navy which requires more funding. Although proposing the cutting down of government waste, the platform calls for the establishment of another civilian agency to combat the military establishment wasting finances.

Speaking of another convention, Moschella said that anyone interested in serving as a volunteer at the Democratic National Convention in New York this summer should write to Volunteer Coordinator, 2 Penn Plaza, Suite 1240, New York, New York, 10001. Anybody interested in working for the "Riegel for Senator Campaign" should call Moschella at 8407.

Moschella said that he was "glad the year is over. I just want to thank everyone who participated and hope they learned something and enjoyed themselves.

Moschella and Littlefield said the only problem the Mock Convention Committee had left was figuring out a way to send a copy of the platform to Mandello the Fighting Chickens, who lists no permanent address in Guam.

Digger to speak at Grace tonight

Digger Phelps, head coach of the Fighting Irish basketball team, will speak to the residents of Grace Hall tonight at 8:00 p.m. His address will cover his recent recruits, team schedule, next season's expectations, and will be open to resident's questions.

Digger will visit the other campus halls throughout next semester to familiarize the student body with the team's curriculum.
WASHINGTON AP - The Senate Intelligence and Claims Committee, U.S. intelligence agencies used blackmail to spy on the private lives of Americans, yesterday called for particularly by Congress.

In a 396-page report, the committee detailed previously disclosed abuses such as CIA domestic spying, the FBI's COINTELPRO and electronic eavesdropping by the National Security Agency. It made 96 recommendations to sharply curtail FBI activities and prohibit other agencies from virtually any involvement in domestic investigations.

"All this occurred because intelligence agencies were ordered to break the law, felt they had a right to do so," said Sen. Richard Schweicker, D-Pa., a long-time critic of COINTELPRO. "They had a duty...to break the law," Sen. Walter mondale, D-Minn., said.

The FBI has been used to disrupt the lawful participation in legal and peaceful political activities.

"Too many people have been spied upon by too many government agencies," said Sen. Howard Baker, R-Tenn. "FBI headquarters has over 500,000 domestic intelligence files; the CIA opened nearly a quarter million letters; NSA obtained millions of private telegrams; the Army obtained intelligence files on an estimated 100,000 Americans, and the Internal Revenue Service created dos-siers on 11,000 individuals and groups on the basis of their political beliefs.

"The intelligence agencies have collected vast amounts of information about the intimate details of citizens' lives and about their participation in legal and peaceful political activities."

"The women's liberation movement was infiltrated by FBI informants. The National Association for the Advancement of Colored People was the subject of a 25-year investigation. Army intelligence opened files on Sen. Adlai E. Stevenson, D-Ill., and Rep. Ahmet Mika, D-III., because of their participation in peaceful political meetings.

Army agents also searched for dissidents at a Halloween party for elementary school children and a conference of priests discussing church control, while the FBI ordered investigations of every Black Student Union regardless of their involvement in disorders.

"Covert action programs have been used to disrupt the lawful political activities of individual Americans, and groups have been directed, ushing dangerous and degrading tactics which are inherent in a free and decent society," as part of CONTEST/PRO, the FBI used paid informants and anonymous letters in efforts to break up marriages, cost people their jobs, and incite open warfare among rival dissident groups. The bureau's program to destroy Martin Luther King, Jr. included efforts to discredit him with churches, universities and the press, to destroy his marriage and the sending of an anonymous note which King interpreted as a suggestion that he commit suicide.

"The most sweeping domestic intelligence surveillance programs have produced surprisingly few useful results. Between 1960 and 1974 the FBI conducted over 500,000 investigations of persons suspected of being subversives, yet not a single individual or group has been prosecuted."

The General Accounting Office estimated that of more than 17,000 FBI domestic intelligence investigations in 1974, only 1.3 percent resulted in prosecution and conviction.

The report, which contained few new revelations of government wrongdoing, made the following major findings:

"Too many people have been spied upon by too many government agencies."

"FBI headquarters has over 500,000 domestic intelligence files; the CIA opened nearly a quarter million letters; NSA obtained millions of private telegrams; the Army obtained intelligence files on an estimated 100,000 Americans, and the Internal Revenue Service created dos-siers on 11,000 individuals and groups on the basis of their political beliefs.

"The intelligence agencies have collected vast amounts of information about the intimate details of citizens' lives and about their participation in legal and peaceful political activities."

"The women's liberation movement was infiltrated by FBI informants. The National Association for the Advancement of Colored People was the subject of a 25-year investigation. Army intelligence opened files on Sen. Adlai E. Stevenson, D-Ill., and Rep. Ahmet Mika, D-III., because of their participation in peaceful political meetings.

Army agents also searched for dissidents at a Halloween party for elementary school children and a conference of priests discussing church control, while the FBI ordered investigations of every Black Student Union regardless of their involvement in disorders.

"Covert action programs have been used to disrupt the lawful political activities of individual Americans, and groups have been directed, ushing dangerous and degrading tactics which are inherent in a free and decent society," as part of CONTEST/PRO, the FBI used paid informants and anonymous letters in efforts to break up marriages, cost people their jobs, and incite open warfare among rival dissident groups. The bureau's program to destroy Martin Luther King, Jr. included efforts to discredit him with churches, universities and the press, to destroy his marriage and the sending of an anonymous note which King interpreted as a suggestion that he commit suicide.

"The most sweeping domestic intelligence surveillance programs have produced surprisingly few useful results. Between 1960 and 1974 the FBI conducted over 500,000 investigations of persons suspected of being subversives, yet not a single individual or group has been prosecuted."

The General Accounting Office estimated that of more than 17,000 FBI domestic intelligence investigations in 1974, only 1.3 percent resulted in prosecution and conviction.
Bluestone recalls improvements in working conditions for laborors

by Maureen O'Brien
Staff Reporter

Bluestone said it was time to really bring human dignity into industrial work life. He called for the establishment of "decent jobs at decent pay." He commented, "Workers should experience the same freedom on the job which they have as citizens."

Bluestone then pointed out that General Motors has been trying to improve the quality of work life and has established the National Committee to Improve the Quality of Work Life for this reason. He then went on to cite examples of various factories and plants where the quality of work life has improved.

"A particular auto assembly plant," according to Bluestone, "brought workers into the decision-making process in an experimental program. Since then repair work within the factory has decreased, workers have improved the quality of the job and now there is an amount of pride exhibited in their work." He attributed the higher quality of work to the improved quality of work life.

Bluestone also cited a side-view mirror factory in Tennessee as another example of a plant where the quality of work life has improved. Bluestone said the daily workload for this particular plant is now accomplished in less time. The workers hold classes now in their earned idle time.

One student asked Bluestone if the improvement in the quality of work life really was a social science technique to serve management goals.

Bluestone replied that "human engineering" techniques of the sixties were designed to serve management's goals, but that the program to improve the quality of work life was designed to do that already.

Bluestone is a member of the National Trade Union Council for Human Rights, a lifetime member of the NAACP, President of Detroit's educational television channel 56 and a member of the Advisory Committee of the National Quality of Work center in Washington, D.C.

Senate committee charges FBI, CIA

(continued from page 4)

It's ethical or moral? An internal FBI memo discussing the hundreds of break-ins, or "black bag jobs," conducted by the bureau stated that the technique was "clearly illegal.

Blaming abuses on excessive executive power and secrecy, the committee declared that "intelligence activities which undermine individual rights must end." Recommendations:

1. CIA* NSA and military intelligence agencies be barred from domestic security activity except in cases involving their own employeess.
2. The FBI be required to obtain a judicial warrant before using wiretaps, break-ins or mail openings in domestic investigations.
3. NSA be required to obtain a warrant before monitoring any communication to, from or about an American citizen or foreigner.
4. All past intelligence collection through illegal techniques should be locked up or destroyed.
5. Committee members stressed the report's most crucial recommendations were the creation of a new congressional panel to monitor intelligence agencies. Without that, the great work of this committee will have been lost," Mondale said.

Publication of the report, entitled "Intelligence Activities and the Rights of Americans," came two days after release of a similar volume on foreign intelligence activities and all but ended an unprecedented 15-month investigation of U.S. spy agencies.

The committee traced the growth of domestic intelligence activities to 1941 when President Roosevelt ordered FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover to investigate the Nazi movement in the United States.

Meeting planned for 18 drinking

All students from Indiana interested in working in secluded lobbies to lower the state drinking age are asked to attend a Sun. meeting at 7:00 p.m. in the LaFortune lobby.

At the meeting, arrangements will be discussed to contact legislators over the summer. Any questions should be directed to Jerry Klingenberger or Beer Rey.

ENDS THURS
SAT: S UN. 2:15 4:45-7:15 9:40
FR I. 0 N E W E E K O N L Y

FORUM CINEMA I & II

I MINE North of N O , P E 4M E on U.S. 51 North
NOW

FR I. ONE WEEK ONLY

I was swept away by the volcanic, slam-hang performances." — Gene Shalit, NBC TV

Swept Away...
A FILM BY LIN A W E R T M U LLE R

FR I. 3:00-11
SAT SUN.

MASS
AND
DINNER
5:15

BULLA SHED
THIS FRIDAY AND NEXT FRIDAY
(LAST OF THE YEAR)

M A SS
A N D
D I NN ER
5:15

Announcing: THE MOST EXCITING MOUNTaineer AND BACKPACKER IN THE U.S.

Presenting: LOU WHITTAKER
When: MAY 2, 2:00 PM
Where: 100 CENTER GALLERIA, next to the Black Cow in the Brewery.

Lou Whittaker, Jan Sport's Promotion Director, is often called "Ranier Lou" — and with good reason, This climber has scaled the 14,000 ft. Mt. Ranier more than one hundred times.

His recent achievements include being a co-leader of the American K-2 expedition. He will present a slide lecture that will cover all aspects of the K-2 climb.

In our opinion, Lou Whittaker will be the first world famous climber of his type ever to give such a presentation in the midwest. He is an extremely humorous individual who will make you feel like you were involved. If you have any interest in outdoor recreation, be sure and come.

This event is free and co-sponsored with Jan-Sport.
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NEW YORK AP - Politicians, personalities and plain 'ol folks called in a crimson-carpeted Times Square theater Wednesday to attack what they called a plague of prostitution.

"The flesh peddlers on our streets sap the economic vitality of our city," Mayor Abraham D. Beame told the nearly 1,000 persons in the Majestic Theatre for an antiprostitution rally. Eager to put on a tersely two-hour face for the Democratic National Convention in July, the city wants to rid the streets of hookers, pimps and "massage parlor's."

City and state officials at the rally owed it of another of the city's periodic campaigns against hookers. The city's survival, they said, depends on its success.

"The personal and private right of prostitutes to barter their own bodies for economic advantage does not include the right to destroy legitimate enterprises, such as theaters, restaurants and retail shops," Beame said. "But that is exactly what happens when prostitutes go public."

Holy Cross Hall receives award

By Jay Tidmarsh
Staff Reporter

Last Monday, the Niles City Council presented Holy Cross Hall with a Certificate of Appreciation. The citation was given "in recognition for the quick thinking and courageous efforts" of those Holy Cross residents who helped to evacuate guests from a burning motor inn earlier this month.

On April 2, a fire broke out at the Four Flags Motor Inn during a Holy Cross Formal. Although everyone attending the formal was quickly evacuated, guests on the second floor were unaware of the fire. Approximately twelve people attending the formal went upstairs and warned the guests. They also rescued two persons, who had to be carried out of the motor inn.

Following the fire, Holy Cross residents who helped to evacuate guests were quickly thanked the Holy Cross residents who helped to evacuate guests. The Certificate of Appreciation, presented to the group of residents, was a part of the annual Mass in Grotto celebration.

Griffin celebrates May Mass in Grotto

Fr. Robert Griffin, University Chaplain, was celebrating his annual May Mass in the Grotto this Sunday, May 2, at 5:00 p.m. Members of the Glee Club will be present to sing. In previous years Griffin has celebrated the mass on May 1 but has decided to shift it to Sunday the second year. All members of the University community are invited.

Clothing requested by charity

The St. Vincent DePaul society requests any unwanted but usable clothing. Students may deposit such clothing in barrels located at dorm loading areas from Sat., May 8, Wed., May 12.

Psych Society to hold elections

The Notre Dame Psychology Society will hold its annual elections today and tomorrow in room 115 of Haggar Hall for the positions of psychology society coordinator, secretary-treasurer, and undergraduate faculty representative. Nominations must be placed in the Psychology Society mailbox (near library in Haggar Hall) by today. All Majors are eligible to nominate, run and vote.

Eighth Avenue's high-density sex strip. "I don't think you see a visible change. We've closed some establishments, not enough to make a visible impact as yet."

The effort involves building a record against dirty-book stores, peep shows another sleazy operation as public nuisances and hiring them with building code and health violations. Also, the administration enacted in January a zoning ordinance meant to close down all but legitimate massage establishments in a year.

FOR APPT. CALL: 272-7222
18381 EDISON RD. AT SO. BEND AVE.
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Michael's Hair Styling

FOR APPT. CALL: 272-7222
18381 EDISON RD. AT SO. BEND AVE.

Precision Hair Cutting

DIRECT DIAMOND IMPORTERS

JEWELERS

SINCE 1917

Downtown South Bend
Town & Country Shopping Center
Concord Mall, Elkhart
Blackmonds, Niles

SPECIAL 10% DISCOUNT ON ALL

MERCHANDISE TO NOTRE DAME

& ST. MARY'S STUDENTS

May 3-5

ash paid for your

Bring them to
Notre Dame
Bookstore
3 Days
Monday - Wednesday
May 3 - 5

Michiana
SELF-LOCK
STORAGE

BIG OR SMALL
store your:

stereos...TV’s ....
bikes...books ....
clothing...furniture

competition rates

call 259-8221, 753 E., 12th Mich.

Zen lecture today, CONGRATULATIONS SENIORS!
bring a pillow

Rev. Richard Kongo Langlois, director of the Chicago Zen Buddhist Temple, will lecture on "Zen: The Bridge Between East and West" today at 3:30 p.m. in the library lounge.

After the lecture Langlois will lead Zen meditation. To provide a genuine atmosphere he is bringing the objects that are used in a Buddhist temple.

The lecture is being presented by the Asian Studies Committee and the Department of International Studies. Admission is free and those who are staying for the meditation are to bring a pillow.

ENTERTAINMENT NIGHTLY

CALL NOW FOR GRADUATION PARTY RESERVATIONS

michianaselflockstorage.com

an answer to your
summer storage problem!
The Pressure to Publish, the Trouble with Tenure...

The Dilemma of the New Professor

by Thomas O'Neil

According to Donald Snigirzowski, director of undergraduate English studies at ND, "a frequent saying used among college professors goes to the effect that professors spend half of their time teaching, half of their time publishing, and half of their time involved in committees. The saying goes to exaggerate the tremendous demands put on the time of all professors.

The pressure to become involved in committee-work, however, is felt more intensely by the New Professor. Tenured professors can frequently shirk the responsibility by simply declining to participate in committee-work. The New Professor is in no situation to be able to do so. "The extent of an assistant professor's committee-work is inevitably an important factor when he is considered for tenure," a ND associate professor commented. "The greatest frustration of all, however, is knowing that after you have worked hard and long on a particular proposal, that it is going to be ignored in the long run."

The customary trial period for the New Professor at Notre Dame is six years, or, more specifically, the duration of two 3-year contracts. After the six-year period, the assistant professor will be considered for tenure. Considerations such as the time put into committee-work are used in the tenure decision, but more important than any of them, perhaps, is the extent of the individual professor's published work. The situation has often been described by teachers as one of "publish or perish."

According to Penelope Van Esterik, chair of the English department at Franklin and Marshall College, "Scholarly distinction, which is, (or should be) a limited commodity, once determined a national reputation or the scope of one's career. Now the stimulation of it is required even within the classroom. The consequence has been the erosion of serious scholarly standards in the rush to get it written rather than to get it right. As the competence of students declines, the public begins to ridicule their teachers rise, begrudging distinction in both. More than ever it is true that the college teacher is hied to do one thing and paid to do another. (Chronicle of Higher Education - April 19, 1976)

The pressure on publishing affects every professor being considered for tenure. The pressure is often so great that an assistant professor, according to the Chronicle, is "driven to short cuts, to spinning something out of his own entrails rather than to undertaking methodical research." The idealistic reasoning for such research is in the hope of development of teaching methods that can enable professors to devote the outside necessary time needed to create qualitative research. Yet, refuses to offer the necessary time off needed to create a workable state of affairs. According to Sonia Gernes, an assistant professor recently hired by the English department, "It seems that the general understanding among assistant professors everywhere is that one must either publish or not get tenure. Professor Gernes, however, believes that in order to have tenure, one must actually do the necessary time off needed to create qualitative research. As the competence of students declines, or, as we say, the pace of output slows down. As an incoming professor explains, "One is forced to pause and wonder whether all the sacrifice and suffering is worth it. The temptation is to say it is not."

The young PhD coming into a job as an assistant professor finds himself in a precarious situation. He will be subjected to the pressure to publish; time consuming, almost mandatory committee work; his own lack of educational skills; a low salary; the increasing illiteracy of his students; and the tremendous pressure to perform extraordinarily in the classroom. As one incoming professor explains, "One is forced to pause and wonder whether all the sacrifice and suffering is worth it."

The temptation is to say it is not."
PHILADELPHIA AP - Jimmy Carter won Pennsylvania, said yesterday it is another indication that he was stopped short of the Democratic presidential nomination. But Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey was preparing to try.

The Pennsylvania verdict, with Carter a big winner in both sides of a presidential primary that measured political popularity and also picked delegates, left the former Georgia Governor with no real challengers among the candidates he is running in nine primaries.

But Humphrey, in Washington, signaled a likely go-ahead for supporters who want to urge them to try a campaign committee to assess the political situation for him. What he does need is a slowdown in the Carter primary drive, because if the front-runner keeps winning, it may be all over by mid-June.

Humphrey said he wasn't part of any stop-Carter movement, but politicians talk that way. In fact, if Carter isn't stopped, Humphrey can't get started.

And at this point, the Minnesota senator is the stop-Carter movement. The noted two-thirds of the Democratic delegates have yet to be chosen, and that two new candidates have not been tested against Carter in the primaries.

Gov. Edmund G. Brown Jr. of California launched his national campaign yesterday in Maryland, where he will be running the May 31 primary Sen. Frank Church of Idaho faces his first primary test May in Nebraska.

In the meantime, Carter is running a strong lead in Texas, where he will select DD delegates, and next Tuesday in Indiana, Georgia, Alabama and the District of Columbia. They have 177 delegates among them.

That run-everywhere strategy is serving Carter well, particularly off his surprising margins in Pennsylvania. That showing is the best advertising available to impress Texas voters, and the Louisiana Democrats who will be selecting delegates in primary voting Saturday.

Furthermore, Carter's Pennsylvania win was the undoing of Sen. Henry Jackson of Washington, who has been his major rival. It left Rep. Morris Udall of Arizona about where he was - winless, in debt, and struggling to keep a campaign going.

Jackson said he will change his campaign style, spend more time talking directly to voters on the issues, and continue his campaign. Udall said he, too, will keep running.

Campaign money is likely to become an increasingly serious problem for both of them. It already has forced Jackson to cut back his campaign advertising, and Udall to take out loans.

But nothing pulls political money like winning, and Carter's Pennsylvania victory should give him a lift in that department.

With the Pennsylvania lineups not yet final, Carter's nationwide delegate strength stands at 332. It will take 1,605 delegates to win nomination, and Carter said his goal is to have 1,000 when the primaries end.

English Major. Honorable mention went to Melita Schaum, Sophomore English Major, Joseph Fahy, Senior English Major, Richard Post, Junior English Major, and John Sears, Senior English Major, won the William Mitchell American Poets Prize of $100.00. The prize of $30.00 and an inscribed plaque went to Jeffrey Redic, Senior Engineering Major, won the William Mitchell American Poets Prize of $100.00. The prize of $30.00 and an inscribed plaque went to Jeffrey Redic, Senior Engineering Major.

The winners of the contests will graduate students Gregory Young, Sophomore English Major, and John Sears, Senior English Major.

The Samuel Hazo Prize for Poetry, carrying a $50.00 purse, was won by Gary Zebzri, Senior English Major. The Richard Sullivan Award for Section Writing, offering a prize of $5.00, was given by Kim Kinney, sophomore Government Major. Honorable Mention went to Melita Schaum, Sophomore English Major. The Samuel Hazo Prize for Poetry, carrying a $50.00 purse, was won by Gary Zebzri, Senior English Major. The Richard Sullivan Award for Section Writing, offering a prize of $5.00, was given by Kim Kinney, sophomore Government Major. Honorable Mention went to Melita Schaum, Sophomore English Major.

David C. Redic, Senior Engineering Major, was the winner of the William Mitchell Memorial Award for Playwriting, edc. received $50.00. The John Frederick Prize for the best essay in literary criticism was awarded for the first time this year. The prize of $30.00 and an inscribed plaque went to Jeffery Butler, Sophomore Classical Languages Major. Joseph Fahy, Senior English Major, and Kim Kinney, Senior Government Major received honorable mention.

The Meehan Medal for Literary merit went to John B. Swartwout, Junior Economics Major. Winner of the Academy of American Poets Prize of $500.00 was Melita Schaum. Sophomore English Major. Honorable Mention went to graduate students Gregorskasholl and Nich Talarico along with Gary Zebzri, Senior English Major.

The winners of the contests will be awarded their prizes this Sunday.

The contests, sponsored by the English Department of English, received entries from all class levels with a majority from the junior class. Some of the majors include: Government, Economics, Engineering and English.

This year's Literary Contests received 125 students entries with serious major. That was more than previous years. According to the judges' reports, the quality of the entries was very high.

The contests, sponsored by the English Department of English, received entries from all class levels with a majority from the junior class. Some of the majors include: Government, Economics, Engineering and English.

Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid

Fri, Mon-Thurs 7:15 9:30
Sat-Sun 5:45 7:15 9:30

255 - 9575
TWIN THEATRES - 100 CENTER - MISH

Dirty Mary Crazy Larry

Fri, Mon-Thurs 7:45 9:45
Sat-Sun 5:45 7:45 9:45

255 - 9575
TWIN THEATRES - 100 CENTER - MISH

The winners of the contests will be awarded their prizes this Sunday.
Training camp death results in courts-martial

SAN DIEGO AP - The Marine Corps ordered court-martial yesterday of 20 Marine recruits who were being investigated for beating and murdering a captain in the death of a 110-pound recruit who was beaten savagely during mock bayonet practice.

Changes in the incident which has provoked the most intensive criticism of the Corps since six recruits drowned in a training march 20 years ago, ranged up to negligent homicide and involuntary manslaughter.


McClure's mother has filed a $3.5 million wrongful death claim against the Marine Corps. A congressional investigation has been urged by the Marine Corps Recruit Depot. Said Tuesday that he expects one to be held. Wilson said McClure should never have been recruited because he had an arrest record and a history of mental retardation.

Col. R.A. Seymour, who commanded the training unit, and a second captain agreed to accept administrative nonjudicial punishment for dereliction of duty, a Marine spokesman said.

The action was taken by Maj. Gen. Kenneth J. Houghton, commanding general of the Marine Corps Recruit Depot. A lawyer for the McClure family has quoted several of the other Marines involved in the combat drill as saying they were forced to fight McClure, one at a time, even after he begged for mercy. None of these recruits were identified.

Lawyer John Gyorok said a tape for reporters earlier this month in which one of these Marines said the young Texas was forced to fight a succession of men, all larger than himself and "all I can hear are his screams asking for the mercy of God."

The Marines have made several changes in training methods since McClure's death. These changes included an end to Sunday work-outs and the banning of drills with pugil sticks, although a spokesman said the McClure incident did not spark the reforms.

McClure entered the Marine Corps after passing a written examination in Austin, Texas. He had failed a similar test earlier in his hometown. The Corps has said it checked with local authorities but was not advised that McClure had a police record.

Seymour's discipline will not be made public to avoid violating his right to privacy, the spokesman said. After studying the investigation report, Houghton ordered a general court-martial for Sgt. H.E. Affilair, S. Sgt. Harold L. Bronson and Capt. C.V. Taylor., and a special court-martial for " Sgt. H.C. Wall."

SALES TRAINEE

Career open to major with finance planning company attractively based Mid-NYC. Offers intensified training in sales leading to sales management. No prior experience necessary. We will train you. Offers salary plus incentives and fine company benefits for personal interview, send resume in confidence to
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355 Lexington Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10017

Career opportunities with a major finance planning company attractively based in Mid-NYC. Offers intensified training in sales leading to sales management. No prior experience necessary.

We will train you. Offers salary plus incentives and fine company benefits for personal interview, send resume in confidence to Circle Financial Services, 355 Lexington Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017.

Vatican hit by monetary crisis, has estimated $6.4 million deficit

VATICAN CITY AP - Inflation, the stock market crisis and shrinking revenues has put the Vatican's balance sheet deeply in the red in 1975, a Jubilee Holy Year for the Roman Catholic Church.

An official report on the "Activities of the Holy See," which was made public yesterday, also said that the Vatican continued to increase in 1975, climbing by 12 million to 350 million persons. But the number of priests dropped, 4,707 from 344,342 to 339,635.

It was believed unlikely here that the Vatican deficit was at about $4.6 million. In a report last year, Vatican spokesman Federico Alessandri said the Vatican's deficit was less than that of the Italian Communist Party.

The Communists' budget for 1975 was about $28 million. The official report said the deficit was due to "some kind of emergency help from the Vatican coffers from bishops all over the world for more than a thousand priests' budget, and to try to reduce the Vatican equivalent of a treasury." It showed austerity policies had largely failed.

Pope Paul tried to impose last year after he begged for mercy. None of these changes included an end to Sunday work-outs and the banning of drills with pugil sticks, although a spokesman said the McClure incident did not spark the reforms.

McClure entered the Marine Corps after passing a written examination in Austin, Texas. He had failed a similar test earlier in his hometown. The Corps has said it checked with local authorities but was not advised that McClure had a police record.

Seymour's discipline will not be made public to avoid violating his right to privacy, the spokesman said. After studying the investigation report, Houghton ordered a general court-martial for Sgt. H.E. Affilair, S. Sgt. Harold L. Bronson and Capt. C.V. Taylor., and a special court-martial for " Sgt. H.C. Wall."
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It was believed unlikely here that the Vatican deficit was at about $4.6 million. In a report last year, Vatican spokesman Federico Alessandri said the Vatican's deficit was less than that of the Italian Communist Party.

The Communists' budget for 1975 was about $28 million. The official report said the deficit was due to "some kind of emergency help from the Vatican coffers from bishops all over the world for more than a thousand priests' budget, and to try to reduce the Vatican equivalent of a treasury." It showed austerity policies had largely failed.

Pope Paul tried to impose last year after he begged for mercy. None of these changes included an end to Sunday work-outs and the banning of drills with pugil sticks, although a spokesman said the McClure incident did not spark the reforms.
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Refrigerator pick-up

Refrigerators will be picked up at the time shown for your deposit as per following schedule. Pick-up is free, but you may be charged according to this rate schedule:

- Broken evaporator door $3.00
- Scuffed cabinet $30.00
- Defrost trays $3.00
- Wire shelves $3.00
- Cabinet replacement $10.00
- Crisper door $3.00
- Broken glass shelf $3.00

Broken refrigerators have been returned to make your $10.00 on the spot refund. If for any reason, the refrigerator will not be picked up, you will be assessed a $5.00 pick up charge.

You must be sure that the unit is clean, defrosted and dry by pick-up time. If it is not you will receive a $5.00 cleaning charge.

The Services Commission

Call for Appointment

10-01-82 South Quad

Time Trucks will be:

- At S.M.C. 5:30-6:30
- Behind LeMans 4:30-5:30

The Services Commission

Call for Appointment

10-01-82 North Quad

Time Trucks will be:

- At S.M.C. 5:30-6:30
- Behind LeMans 4:30-5:30

The Services Commission

Call for Appointment

10-01-82 East Quad

Time Trucks will be:

- At S.M.C. 5:30-6:30
- Behind LeMans 4:30-5:30

Laundry coupons can be redeemed

Unused Laundry/Dry Cleaning coupons issued during the period from August 30, 1975 to May 4, 1976 only may be redeemed for cash during the week of May 3 to May 7. Redemption are to be made at the Laundry Building (north of the Groutos) during the following times:

- 9:00 a.m. to 11:00 a.m.
- 1:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m.

No refunds will be made after May 7, 1976.

Africans unhappy over pledge proved

KINSHASA, Zaire AP: Black Africans challenged Secretary of State Henry Kissinger to make good on his pledge of opposition to white minority regimes yesterday as U.S. officials considered a protest to Moscow over the Ghanaian cancellation of a visit by Kissinger.

Kissinger’s promise of “unresisting opposition” to white rule in southern Africa “is no substitute for action,” Tanzania’s government newspaper said. Kissinger had visited Tanzania before going on to Ghana where he made the promise Tuesday.

For America to be taken seriously, therefore, Africa will have to see, and see clearly, concrete American action,” the newspaper said.

The Tanzanian comment agreed generally with skepticism from black African leaders following Kissinger’s speech.

In Zambia, where the action was harsher, and a leading opposition member of parliament told Kissinger “to go to hell” and stop trying to blackmail South Africa.

“Some South Africans opposed to government policy will bring about our own changes in South Africa because America for Russia or anybody else tells us what to do,” declared Vuzei Rupeni, who fought the government on race issues for 16 years.

In Kinshasa, where Kissinger arrived Tuesday from Zambia, a member of his staff said a formal protest to the Soviet government was contemplated in connection with Ghana’s cancellation of Kissinger’s visit.

“We know for a fact that the Soviets have been alerting the Ghanaian government and with Ghanaian students over the visit,” he said.

Americans escape

Prisons empty in Beirut

BEIRUT* Lebanon AP - In the anarchy of Lebanon’s civil war the prisons have emptied, turning loose among the people 3,000 criminals including psychopathic killers, terrorists, thieves and spies.

Also benefiting form the nationwide prison break were sixteen Americans serving time on drug charges. All but one of them has managed to get out of the country, a U.S. official said.

For law-abiding Lebanese, already battered by a year of fighting which has left 17,000 dead, the presence in their midst of the country’s entire criminal population is a serious danger.

The prisons opened after the army and police force disintegrated and opened its doors to political prisoners, Moslems and Christians, liberated inmates from 27 prisons on both sides.

Some of the killers and gunmen concealing from jails joined the “law” as represented by the undisciplined militias who control various sections of the country.

An Armenian goldsmith who had testified against Haggio Simonian, a well-known Armenian gangster, and helped send him to prison for life for the robbery murder of another gold merchant, said Simonian recently in a cafe to Joaund, a port in the Christian area.

"I was terrified,” he said. “He could kill me for revenge and get away with another murder. There is no law.”

Among the escapists in Ahmad Kaddour, wanted on 42 counts, eight of them involving murder.

“A mechanical killer,” police called him.

Another prisoner to benefit from the break was terrorist Aly Faroukh, member of the Communist gang that occupied the Bank of America in Beirut in 1973 and killed John Crawford Maxwell, 52, or Long Beach, Calif., a Lebanon representative for Douglas aircraft.

Also released were two Palestinians, Mohammed Tahani and Mohamed Fakher, accused of raping a Canadian girl, Charlotte Borden, and killing her boyfriend, British United Nations official Keith Waugh.

Earlier this year Najim Najim, an expelled Jordanian student, shot and killed the dean of the American University of Beirut, Robert Nappier of Worcester, Mass., and another professor. He is now free.

With a dozen right-wing, left-wing, Christian and Moslem private armies heavily armed and under loose discipline, if any, Beirut is already a paradise for looting, armed robbery, and extorsion.

"With the worst criminals, it’s a nightmare,” said a hotel manager who last week went through the humiliating experience of politely serving drinks free to a man he knew as an escaped murderer, fearing he did not the man would use force.

Laundry coupons can be redeemed

Unused Laundry/Dry Cleaning coupons issued during the period from August 30, 1975 to May 4, 1976 only may be redeemed for cash during the week of May 3 to May 7. Redemption are to be made at the Laundry Building (north of the Groutos) during the following times:

- 9:00 a.m. to 11:00 a.m.
- 1:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m.

No refunds will be made after May 7, 1976.
CLEVELAND AP - With a na­ tionwide rubber strike now in its second week, a new issue over suspension of supplemental unemployment benefits (SUB) by the Big Four tiremakers on Apr. 21, 1970, is expected to be taken up today when the companies sit down with workers who had been laid off at New Castle.

He added the plant closing idled several hundred workers and that the PR manager of another firm had given him the report.

He said on the major issues of supplementary unemployment benefits (SUB) agreements were supplemented to the main contracts.

I'd give Devine a clear edge personality wise over two of those three sides.

I can think of other examples, including some the other way-Everyman's brother would have been fired after going 4-3-2 his first year at Ohio State.

The Big Four tiremakers account for 65 percent of the U.S. production.

A consumer boycott was directed against Firestone, and Firestone was made the target for an indus­try-wide protest against which the UWG seeks an increase of 6.55 an hour in the first year plus an unlimited-cost living-adjust­ment. Rubber workers average $5.50 an hour in wages and $3.55 in benefits. They are demanding a 42 percent increase in that package.

Chris

He added the plant closing idled several hundred workers and that...

The Big Four tiremakers on Apr. 21, 1970, is expected to be taken up today when the companies sit down with workers who had been laid off at New Castle.

He added the plant closing idled several hundred workers and that the PR manager of another firm had given him the report.

He said on the major issues of supplementary unemployment benefits (SUB) agreements were supplemented to the main contracts.

I'd give Devine a clear edge personality wise over two of those three sides.

I can think of other examples, including some the other way-Everyman's brother would have been fired after going 4-3-2 his first year at Ohio State.

The Big Four tiremakers account for 65 percent of the U.S. production.
The disasterous Michigan road trip began as Kalamaoo College dropped Notre Dame. It was out of the question to be a good match as ND's first doubles team of Randy Stehlik and Mike O'Donnell beat Alex Dorenberg and Mark Thompson. The first set went to the Irish with one service break as they won 6-4.

At the beginning of spring ball Coach Dan Devine announced that ND baseball is invited to play their spring trip games in Hawaii. The big advantage this year is that all three players were in the same situation they were in at Illinois at the Courtney Tennis Center behind the ACC. Starting this weekend the Irish host the Central Collegiate tournament with the scores being 6-4, 6-2. The victory was the only one for the Spartans against ND. The second set by the same score. ND proved too much for the Spartans as they took the third set easily 6-2.

The only victory for the Irish in singles came in the number one slot. Stehlik took his third match in four attempts as he provided the only bright spot for the Irish road victory. The server was again Gouldie in identical sets 6-1, 6-1.

The next match to be played is as dissimilar as the first three have had excellent summaries," he said. "All three are capable of running, passing and making the tackle."

He emphasized the point that all facets of the position were important. Notre Dame relies on a quarterback that is very versatile in running the offense. Chelebek explained, "It is necessary to have a quarterback that is both a leader and a coach on the field and especially make the right decisions. This way no team will be able to key on any one talent they have."

Quarterbacks have been working especially hard on the option play lately. This was a facet of the offense that seemed to be lacking in the ND. Part of the reason is past playing time pay off, as players vying for the quarterback position have mastered the turn over. Many fans complain about having more than one player running for the quarterback position. It's a great advantage to have a talented backup ready to come in and replace the starter if he gets injured," he said. "If the starting quarterback has to leave the game, the team will not suffer greatly."

Several other returning seniors have chosen for the job. At this point in time Rick Slager is at the top of the list. Slager has had a very good showing during the past three weeks, Chlebek felt. It is somewhat a return to their performance.

ND netters falter, beaten twice
by Mitch Stoltz

The Irish netters had a rough time of it Monday and Tuesday as they dropped both matches to drop their record to 15-8. It was the third loss in four days forSlager and Montana both return to the starting lineup this spring. Under Jake Kline I felt our teams hadn't played up to their potential...but not I was going to be a captain, with a new coach and a completely different starting lineup. It was very disappointing. Coach Kelly is not a Billy Martin or a Sparky Anderson but he has done his best and one can ask for more.

In frustration and bitterness - it is because of the attitudes at Notre Dame concerning baseball; it is because we suffer through a poor season. Last spring when I was voted co-captain, along with Bobby Stratta, I have had, I've met many super people, and I spent four years at Notre Dame - thanks to baseball!

I'm still trying to figure out how we lost to Michigan two years ago, so don't ask me why we lost to them this year.

After three years of covering the baseball team I've got to agree with most of my colleagues; the Irish need experience. The baseball team needs a bigger budget and they ought to start cutting the holes in the press box and paying the P.A. announcer.

If you're a graduating senior like me, do you remember our first home football game? How good did we think Eric Renick was going to be? He gained over a hundred yards against Purdue and we yelled our feet off. We didn't know that he couldn't cut, couldn't break tackles and couldn't hold on the ball. And by his senior year when he finally had it all down, he broke his ankle. Some people think of Art Best when they talk of unusual talent, but I think of Eric Renick. When he finally had his skills harnessed he was cut down by injury. Best wielded his own axe.